Welcome
To The Long-Stanton Group
Long-Stanton was founded in 1862 by John Stanton.

Some of his first metal stamping jobs were to manufacture local currency and uniform buttons for the North and South during the Civil War.
2009 Family Business of The Decade Award by The Goering Center at The University of Cincinnati
Locations

West Chester Twp. Campus
Sectors We Serve

Simple to Complex Assemblies from Metal, Rubber, & Plastic
What We Make
Simple to Complex Assemblies from Metal, Rubber, & Plastic
Most Unique Product-

A 5,000 Bottle Earthquake Resistant Wine Rack made from Germ Killing Antimicrobial Agion Stainless Steel (Patented)
Who We Sell To
Leadership Companies Recognized the World Over
Processes We Do

Computerized Precision Formed Sheet Metal

Computerized Metal Stamping

Tooling
Thank you!

Q&A?

The Long-Stanton Group
Dan Cunningham, CEO
9388 Sutton Place
West Chester Twp., Ohio 45011
danc@longstaton.com
513-849-3959